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Abstract

A system has been developed that graphically re-creates me radar data recorded at En Route air traffic control I
(ATC) facilities. Each facility records data sent to the displays associated with the airspace under its control on a
System Analysis Report (SAR) tape. SATORI (Situation Assessment- Through Re-creation of incidents) overlays
the SAR data on the appropriate sector maps using map data from the Adaptation Control Environmental System
(ACES) database. The analog switch display settings of the plan view display (Tin) are not recorded; however,
subroutines have been written for SATORI that allow the display to he set up with the settings reported to have been
used by a given controller. In addition, SATORI has the capability to display the high and low weather intensity
that was displayed on a given PVD. All software routines written for SATORI use Open Systems Foundation (OSP)
technolo'. Similar data to those available from En Route facilities are recorded at Terminal Radar Approach
Control (TRA'CON) facilities and should allow for the development of a re-creation tool much like the one
discussed in this report. Once SATORI is developed and evaluated, it will be possible to accomplish the goals of
evaluating system designs, over-the-shoulder appraisals, training outcomes, procedures, airspace design, and
measuring controller performance. Not only will the capabilities and features of SitTORI provide those interested
in air traffic with a valuable mei for assessing the dynamics of the air traffic situation, but additionally, and more
importantly, the Agency will be in a better position to bring about effective change in future ATC systems.
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SATOPJ SITUATION ASSESSMENT THROUGH
RE-C.REATION OF INCIDENTS

INTRODUCTION
A system has been developed that graphically recrmes the radar data recorded at En Route air traffic
control (ATC) facilities. These data are sent to the
controller scope, called the Plat-0nm Display (PVD),
and the Continuous Readout Update Display (CRD).
The re-creation synchronizes the graphic display of
these data with tapes containing the associated verbal
interactions between pilots arid the controller. This
system is called Situation Assessment Through Recreation of Incidents (SATORI). SATORI is a
Japanese word that translates to English as "insight."

Specialists (ATCSs) at En Route facilities are required to maintain either 2,000 Feet vertical separation or 5 miles horizontal separation between aircraft.
At flight levels below 29,000 feet with aircraft under
IFR conditions, ATCSs alt required to maintain
either 1,000 feet vertical separation or 5 miles horizontal separation. An operational error (CE) takes
place when an ATCS allows less than the prescribed
minimum separation distances between aircraft (or
an aircraft and an obstruction).

In Zen Buddhism, it refers to a "state of
enlightenment." It is hoped that, through the use of

Analysis of OpemtionPR Errors
Currently, the FAA Office of Air Traffic Systems
Effectiveness requires an investigation into each OT..

the SATORI system, it will be possible to gain a
better understanding of the interaction between the
various elements of displayed information, verbal
interactions, and the control actions taken by air
traffic control specialists (ATCSs).

Description of ATC System
This development uses data obtained from Air Route
Traffic Control Centers (ARTCCsj, also railed En
Route facilities. ATCSs at those facilities primarily
handle aircraft traveling between the terminal facilities
across the nation. Each facility records PVD and
CRD data associated with the airspace under its
control on a System Analysis Report (SAR) tape. The
SAR tape contains allof the recorded dynamic display
information about the National Airspace System
(NAS), including weather, and the aircraft traversing
it. Verbal interactions between pilots and controllers
are recorded on a multi-channel tape unit at each

ATCSs are required to ma int-airt certain separation
minima between aircraft under their control. Standards for separation minima are described in the Air
Traffic Control (ATC) Handbook (7110.65C-, and
supplemental instructions). While there is considerable complexity in those standards, at flight levels
between 29,000 and 45,000 feet, Air Traffic Control

This investigation involves determining the
circumstances in which the OE occurred and the
causal factors associated with the error. Initially, a
preliminary investigathor. report (FAA 7210-2) is
filed in which possible causal factors are identified
and a final report (FAA 7210-3) fi.W. shortly thereafter.
A project related to the development of SATORI and
sponsored by the FAA Office of Air Traffic Systems
Effectiveness involves studying the tasks of an En
Route ATCS associated with the ccnarnission of an
OE. One way to analyze OEs would be to identify

winch tasks were omitted or were performed
incorrectly. This may facilitate identification of
train; ng reeds or system deficiencies. In order for the
tasks associated with the commission of m OE to be
identified, it must become possible for oar to review
the dynamics ofthesimation in which the irregularity
occurred.

Prior to the development of S_ATORI, it was not
possible for the Quality Assurance (QM team investiear;ne errors to review how the control situation
was seen by the ATCS as the OE occurred. That is,
the dynamics (the interaction between control acdens and displayed data) of the situation were unavailable for review: not only by the QA team
investigating the irregularity, but also by the control-
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ler who committed the error. This limited not only
the extent to which a determination could be made of
the tasks involved in an error, but also the carts of
the dynamic situation on ATCS situation awareness.

In addition, the only means by which a graphical
representation of an En Route OE could be achieved
was to obtain a printout of the National Track
Analysis Program (NTAP) or to have a simulation
built at the ARTCC or FAA Technical Center using
dynamic simulation (DYSIM) equipment. NTAP
processes NAS data recorded on the SAR tape and
provides a plot ofaircraft tracks and altitude information as output using a line printer. NTAP is limited
to the display of about four aircraft, however some of
the data are lost when all four aircraft are displayed
since it was designed not to overwrite information
already printed. When only two aircraft are displayed, the information loss due to printing is minimal. The DYSIM simulation built at the FAA
Technical Center or ARTCC is not as timely or
accurate as NTAP. Each piece of data and its associated track must be hand entered to build a simulation
using DYSIM equipment. The simulation would
only be as accurate as the data used to create it, and
since this is an extremely labor intensive srocess,
typically not all of the data points are used.

Without the ability to review an error with the
involved controller, the dynamics between the situation and control actions taken, as well as the task
elements involved in the OE, remain relatively obscure. The purpose of SATOR1 is to display the ATC
situation dynamics sc that a more definitive determination of the factors involved in OEs becomes possible. SATORI utilizes a multi-media graphics
workstation, which has the capability of developing
a library of OEs and an OE performance ;and ta.skload
database. A diagram of the SATORI data processing
flow is provided in Figure 1.

SATORE DEVELOPMENT
discussion of the SATORI
development process. First, current system capabilities
are describeti along wim mose under development. A

The following

is a

brief note

is

included for issues yet to be resolved

oncemi ng capabilities under development. A detailed
discussion of the National Airspace System Program
(NAST') data tiles required for the development is
Provided when relevant. Also included in this section
is a discussion ofthe required hardware developments
and graphics software requirements for SATORI.
*The second section discusses the potential applications
of SATORI. A concluding section discusses the future
developments and potential directions of the SATORT
project.

Graf czi Re- creation of Airspace
For the SATORI development, the SAR tape is
edited sing the Data Analysis and Reduction Tool
System (DART) and NTAP to obtain only those files
required to provide the information displayed on the
PVD and CRD. Several data files are recurred to
obtain the necessary information for re-creating the
information presented on the PVD. Aircraft position
information is recorded in three separate files, one for
each of the three symbols that could potentially be
presented on the PVC. for any given aircraft. These
three symbols are the aircraft position symbol, beacon
target, and primary target.

The tracks of the aircraft position symbols as they
move through the acuity airspace are recorded on the
SAR tape for aircraft under positive control and are
available using DART; the file is called TRACK
Position symbols are updated every 6 seconds and
represent predicted aircraft positions based on the
current aircraft track. This file also speciRes the
information contained in the data block and the
direction of its leader line. DART does not allow for
the extraction of aircraft primary radar or beacon
targets, which are -iso recorded on the SAP, tape.
These data files are ex. acted using NTAP. Primary
targets represent the position of aircraft based on
radar data. Primary targets are required for the display of aircraft net under positive control (i.e.
uncorrelated targets) in the sector be
re- created.
Primary targets are updated on the PVD every 10, I I,
or 12 seconds depending on the aircraft location
relative to the radar site .t...7d represent actual aircraft
location to the degree of accuracy associated with th.-
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Figure L SATORI Data Process flow Chart
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system. However, since the data associated with
primary targets include only a symbol typ, and
location without any identifier, representing them
with SATORI may be inaccurate because it is not
possible to tell how long a primary target symbol
should be displayed (i.e.,. 10, 11, or 12 seconds).
Several solutions to this problem are currently being
considered, however further work is required.
Beacon targets represent aircraft locations generated by transponder-equipped aircraft and are used
by controllers to provide separation between aircraft.
Beacon targets for all transmitting transponderequipped aircraft are displayed with SATORI. Currently, the SATORI system allows for review of all
controlled aircraft, within any sector of airspace for
any given period of time that was recorded on a SAR
tape.
SATORie software overlays the NAS SAR data on
the appropriate sector map using s=ap data from the
Adaptation Control Environmental System (ACES)
database. This database is used to generate the various

map configurations displayed on the PVD. The
ACES map files contain map data for each sector
within a given facility for ail ARTCC facilities. These
maps contain airway, navaid, and airport information, and other types of data used in the graphical
representation of the airspace of the NAS. The file of
particular interest in this database is the GIVILMAP
file. This file contains the logical map records for the
center of interest.
Software has been developed that allows for any
sector map to be edited from the ACES database for
ar.y ARTCC. This software allows for the selection of
four maps that can be displayed together or separately, as follows: (1) sector boundary; (2) airways; (3)
low sector boundaries below a high altitude sector or
the high sector boundaries above a low altitude
sector; and (4) any other available map data such as
military operations areas (MOAs) and restricted areas.

Audio Data Synchronizadoi
SATORI provides for the synchronization of the
audio and video portions of the replay. .The audio and
video displays have the capability to start at any rime,
pause, stop, and reset to the earliest recorded time.
Synchronization routines have been written that
keep the audio and video displays synchronized to
within 1 sec. (the audio time signals are only accurate
to the second).
Audio data are officially recorded on two :flannels,
with all of the voice communications between pilots
and the controller for a given sector on the left
channel and the Inter-Range Instrument Group
(TRIG) timing signals on the right channel. These
signals or reference pulses are amplitude-modulated
time codes involving a 600 Hz. carrier signal (FAA
modified IRIG-E). The signals are read by a Time
Code Display (TCD) unit. Datum model 9700
TCD is equipped with RS-232 binary output. The
Datum 9700 output provides the data to synchronize
the voice channel to the video presentation. SATORI
can also incorporate interphone communications
into the re-creation.

The voice channel is first digitized, synchronized
through timing routines to the video presentation,
and then converted back to ar analog signal for
replay. The analog-to-digital, digital-to-analog data
acquisition system is made by Gradient Technology.
The voice data acquisition system can be used on
either VMS or UNIX platforms.
PVD Emnlation. Subroutines
The analog switch &splaysettings ofthe PVD are not
recorded; however, subroutines have been written for
SILTORI that allow the display to be set up with the
settings reported to nave been used by a given
controller. These include the vector velocity line,
leader line, history, display center, range, and
brightness. The vector velocity line can be set for one
through {lye '7:mutes and Me leader line length has
five settings. The center of be clisnay can be set
anywhere in the sector map ar ea selected from the
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ACES database. Range is selectable from 6 to 400
miles; however, data are edited from the SAR
according to the PVD device number and, therefore,
might not be available for display at all ranges,
Brightness is adjustable only as a function of the
workstation's monitor controls. SATORI also allows
for the display of the j-rings a controller selected for
display.
Digital settings on the PVD, such as altitude filter
selections, display ofweesther, alpha-numeric keypad
(ANK) entries, use of quick action keys (QAK), and
any changes made to the digital settings are recorded
on the SAR tape. Using DART to obtain the LOG
file from the SAR tape, it is possible to identify
specitienlly what those settings and changes were and
when they occurred. The SATORI system allows for
display of the LOG file data, which are the digitally
recorded Host Computer System (HCS)/ATCS interactions. Mort of these data are displayed on the
CRD display located next to the PVD display. The
CRD displays all data entered using the alpha-numeric keypad and quick action keys (QAK). Both the
radar and data positions can make OJkK and ANK
entries, which are displayed on separate CRDs.
SATORI displays the CRD data from both positions
simultaneously on separate CRD displays. HCS response to requests for route readouts, and arrival!
departure lists is not currently part of this development.

In addition to the above, &ATOM-. has the capability to display the high and low weather intensity that
was displayed on a given PVD. This should be
particularly helpful in reviewing situations requiring
pilot deviations from typical routes when navigating
around weather. Both heavy and light weather symbols are available for review with data of tamed using
NTAP. Conflict alerts for a giver, sector will be
available for display with data obtained using DART.
Electronic versions of flight progress strips (FPSs) can
be created. If the original FPSs are unavailable, it will
be possible to view the original PPSs before any strip
markings occurred.

Hardware and So ware Systems
Ali software routines written for SATORI use Open
Systems Foundation (OSF) technology. The OSF
standard recommends the use of an operating system
with Posix compliance, ANSI C programming
language, the X-Windows graphics system, an OSF'
Motif graphical user interface, and network TCP/IP
compliance. This permits the system the widest range
of portability to the largest number of platforms. The
platform for this de v'elopment is a VAXstation 400090, conversion to the DEC Alpha workstation is in
progress. The 4000-90 workstation has 4014B of
RAM and a 1.35 gigabyte hard drive. A rewritable
magneto-optical CD drive is available for storage of
data, as is the 3480 tape drive used to read S.AR,
DART, and ACES tapes sent flora field facilities.

SATORI APPLICATIONS
Previous to the development of SATORI, it was not
possible to replay-graphically the movement of aircraft
targets and their associated data blocks across a given
sector of En Route airspace synchronized to the
associated. voice data. This up ability has the paten del
of improving the safety of the NAS. A discussion
follows ofthe potential benefits from using SATOR.I.,

Incident Reviews
Quality Assurance (QA) teams
I have a tool for
reviewing the situational dynamics that occurred
during an incident under review. Currently, QA
review of an OE involves looking at We NTAP
printout, a process that is !: -aired to the display of two
to five aircraft targets and associated limited data
blocks presemed on paper. SATORI will provide the
capability for the simultaneous display of all aircraft
targets and data blocks for a given sector of airspace
in a video format in sync with the associated voice
track. NTAP would remain the legal tool used for
assessment of the loss of separaticm; however, this
system would facilitate investigation in determining
the Siltational dynamics that took place prior to and
Curing an error. it would also provide an opportunity
to demonstrate "good- techniques of control and
outstanding -ant assizes.
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DYSIM Review
It will be possible to use SATORI to review
performance on DYSIM problems without the use of
training time on a PVD. Az present there is no
capability to replay a given controller's or trainee's
performance on a DYSIM. problem. DYSIM data are
recorded on the SAR tape and would involve the
same process for data reduction as that for actual
AT. C situation re-creation. It is hoped that through
the review DYSIM performance and OEs and the
determination of the tasks that were omitted or were
done incorrectly it will be possible to identify those
tasks that should be addressed in Lernedial training.
ATCS Performance Measures
SATORI has the capability to provide a basis for

developing objective measures of controller
performance rather than over-the-shoulder
assessments derived from simulated scenarios. A
number of measures have been developed by
researchers at CAMI and the FAA Technic Center
for use in evaluating ATCS performance. These
measures and the system being developed for their
calculation using NAS data are described in detail in
a report by Rodgers and Manning (1993).

If the performance of several controllers

is re-

corded for a DYSIM problem, it should be possible
to compare an individual's performance with group
performance on the same problem. it would be
possible to review over-the-shoulder assessment techniques for accuracy. This would utilize the objective
measures of performance currently under development as mentioned above. These measures would
provide a standard for training ATC instructors or
evaluators irl over-the-shoulder raring techniques
and a means to objectively evaluate their performance.

OE Research Tool
SATORI will provide a research tool for investigating
the tasks and controller actions involved in the
commission of En Route OEs. Previous to the
development of SATORI, there was no means by
which the dynamics of the control situation could be
understood because They were unavailable for review.

With the use of SATORI, the job tasks tax-oncrny
(Rodgers and Drechsier, 1993), the reference guide
to tasks associated with the causal factor categories of
the current operational error reporting system
(Rodgers, 1993), tasktoad and performance measures
(Rodgers and Manning, 1993), and the assistance of
the controller involved in the error, it should be
possible to identify which actions were omitted or
which were done incorrectly to precipitate the error,
Design Appraisal
The FAA has a requirement to evaluate its current
systems against pmposeii future ATC systems designs.
Without a means to objectively assess the current
ATC system ATCS rPsidoarl and its effect on ATCS
performance, it is not possible to make a meaningful
evaluation of the potential impacts of any design
changes proposed to be made. With the Likely increase
in automation of knife ATC systems, it becomes
imperative that the Agency have the apabilitn- to
make comparisons between proposed system designs
and the current system. Without such a tool the
design process will be speculative and not cost effective.
Traffic Management
SATORI will allow for the review of the impact of
airspace design on the flow of traffic through a
facility's airspace. Currently, SATORI is simply an
animation tool that re-creates the traBc flow through
a sectors airspace. The development of a simulation
routine to evaluate redefined airspace characteristic
is currently under development. This software would
allow for the modification of airspace, airways,
navigation aids, etc., to review their effect on traffic
flow. Cgiculation of measures ofsector characteristics
is also under development.
TR. E.

"Pt OPNIENT.S

An automatic OE detection system was implemented
in domestic ARTCCs in 1984. Under this system, an
alarm is triggered whenever minimum separation
standards are ViC:ated
radar-tracked aircraft.
Although this system allowed for violations of
separation standards to be more closely monitored, it
did
to 7S.CiSt in determining why or how such
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violations occurred. It is planned that SA:720R1 will
provide a means for determining the parti
sys,m
component that failed. The identification of r2sks
that consistently cause problems for controllers would
be candidates deserving consideration for automadon
or the development of automated aids. Instead of
attempting to automate all tasks, it would be berter eo
automate only those that have the potential to give
con.tmilers problems. Research has demonstrated
that humans are not well wired forpassivemoMtorin_g
of system performance. Performance tcp:cally
improves when they are actively involved in the

control of the situation. The optimal level of
autornauon Train traffic cannel isyet to I:cc-Le:ermined,
and the potential for over-automation shovld not be
discounted (Endsley, 1992). The effect ofautornadon
O. ATCS situational awareness deserves greater
attention.
Additionally a development is underway to attempt to utilize Continuous Data Recording (CDR)
data from the TRACON envirreent to R_ovide
SAT.ORI tool for those aril;ties. Similar data to
those available from En Route facilities are recorded
at MACON facilities and should allow for the
development of a re-creation tool much like the one
discussed in this report.
The development of software to allow for the
assessment of performance and taskloading is currently underway. Most of the required algorithms for
the various measures have been derived and are
carte ntly being convened to sousce code. This development will be discussed in detail in a report in
Preparation (Rodgers and Manning, 1993).
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APPENDDC A, SATORI GLOSSARY

ACES (Adaptation Control Environmental System) -A
database used to generate the various map configurations
displayed on the PFD.
AIRWAY - A control area or portion thereof established
in the form of a carricior, the centerline of which is
defined by radio raaigational aids.

ALGORITHM

-

CDR (Continuous Data Recording) - A service witnin
NAS that provides ^ means of data transfer from memory
to magnetic tape in which recordings are initiated by
snecific requests placed within the ATC subprograms.
This program is available at TRACON facilities to coiled
and analyze air traffic statirics and maintenance statistics,
and to produce detailed ATC operational informathan for
use in proceedings and instatiprima.

A set of nstractions that solve a

mathematical problem.

ALTITUDE FILTER KEYS - Eight display filter keys,
which cause a target symIsol to be displayed for all Mode
C aircraft within the selected area.
ANSI C -A version of the C programming language that
was standardized by an American National Stand rcis
institute (ANSI) committee to eliminate variation; sat
could cause problems in transporting a program from one
type of computer system nr environment to another.

CRD (Cc ntinuous Readout i3, date
play) -A cathode
ray tube (CRT) measuring approrinately five incites
wide by eight inches high used by air traffic controllers.
The Fanctions ofthe CRD are to communicate computerupdated data to the sector; to output error, rejection, and
acceptance messages; and to display data in response to
controller request.

established to provide air traffic control service to aircraft
operating on IFR flight plans within controlled airspace
and principally during the en route phase of filet.

DART (Data Analysis and Reduction Tool) -A tool that
reduces SAR tapes, generates reports, analyzes data
reduced, and compares data with the data previously
reduced. CiAP,T contains a general print program with a
number of output openttions available Art are exercised
by a. programmer coded table. This table controls the use
of the operations and the conversion of the compressed
data or the tape to tthe holismi printed ft nat.

ATC (Air Traffic Control) - A service op rated by
appropriate authority to promote the safe, orderly and
expeditious Row of air traffic.

DATA BLOCKS - Letters and taimerals used to show
identification, altitude, beacon code, and other
information concerning a 'W..str... el; a radar display.

ATCS (Air Traffic Control Specialist) - A person
authorized by ^e FAA to provide air traffic control

fl'sYSIM (D;namic Simulation) - A piece of equipment

ARTCC (Air Route Traffic Control Center) -A facility

service.

developed by the FAA. Technical Center it which a
stimulation of an En Route operational error can be built
by hand
of ;aria Pita of data an
associated

BEACON TARGET -A computer-genented indicadon
shown on a radar display resulting from a radar beacon

4.4<tik.

reply.

FAA is ecterai Aviation

CAM!
Aeromeclic-al institute; -'laze aeromedical
rearch,-.M=.z.lon, certification, and occupational health
wing of FAA's Office of- Aviation Medicine Inca-tad at the

of the Department of Transportation responsible for air
d air traffic nt..rol; xrrificaticn, regulation
and compliance of drama- and people working in the
zmlation Reid: tvisnon security; and a45a6o-t-rated

Mike 3..fonroney Aeronamil Center in Oklahoma
Oklahoma.
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FAA TECHNICAL CENTER- An aviation laboratory
located in Atlantic City, New jersey, where test and
evaluation activities are conducted in support of FAA
research and development programs.

:ary0PerationsArea) -An airspace assignment
of defined vertical and lateral dimensions established
outsidepositive control areas toseparatelsegregate certain
military activities front IFRtrafficand to iclentifr for VER
traffic where these activities are conducted.

PLIGHT PROGRESS STRIPS - used to post current
claut on air traffic and clearances to:tail:id for controland

other air traffic control services.

GIGABYTE-One billion bytes, or units onforrnation
consisting of a single character.

MOTIF -A graphical userinterface that was designed to
work identically on a wide variety of platforms. MOTIF
is the recommended graphical user interrace forOSF:

NM (National Airspace System) - The common network
ofU.S, airspace; air navigation facilities, equipment and

of landing

GMLMAP - ACES file that contain's the logical map
records of data required to build sector maps.

services, airports

HOST COMPUTER SYSTEM -A computer system
that utilizes IBM computer equipmentat all ARTCCsin
the continental United States fa', flight data posting.

materiaL Included are system components shared jointly
with the military-

pit (Instalment Flight Rules) - Rules governing the

areas; aeronautical charts,

information and services; rules, regulations-and
procedures, technical information, and Illtattowelinsi

NASP (National Airspace System Program) - Software
that processes and allows for thereview ofNAS data.

procedures for conducting instrument flight.

!RIG (Inter-RangeInstrument Group) - Timing cign215
recorded onanadfacent channel toaudio data as reference
pulses consisting of arnplitude-modulated time codes.
The FAA-modified IRIG-E usesa 600 Hz carrier signal.

LEADER LINE - An element of a data block that
connects the alphanumeric data to the associated position
symbol-

LOG FILE -A listing of all input and output messages
recorded on theSAP. tapes that provide an evaluation of
tests performed: against the NAS program during
development and provide an historical record of events
occurring during an operational period.
MAGNETO-OPTICAL CD - An erasable or semiensablestorage tlisc ofvery lug'h capacity, in which a laser
beam is used to heat the recording surface to a point at
which tiny regions on the surface can be magnetically
aligned to stoat bits ofdata.

NAVAID (Navigational Aid) - Any 'visual or demonic
device airborne or on the surface that provides point-topoint guidance information or position data to aircraftin
night.

NTAP (NationalTtack Analysis Program) -A program
that provides a reduction to the system analysis recording
tape, which allows for a more detailed software program
analysis of the NM En Route automation program for
track and-radar target data.

OE (Operational Error) - A situation in which an air
traffic controller, allows less than applicable minimum
separation criteria between aircraft or between aircraft
and an obstruction.

OpenVMS -The new name for the VMS software that
runs on. Digital's VAX processors. VMS is a generalpurpose multiuser operating system that supports VAX
series computers in both development and production
environments.
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OSF (Open Systems Foundation) - A system that
implements common specifications to allow properly
developed software to ran and interact with other
applications with the widest possible range of portability
to the largest number of platforms.
POS1X (Portable Operating System Interface) -A VMSsupported environment that includes support for the
standards and draft standards for the system application
programming interface, shell and utilities, and real-time

SECTOR MAP - Displays of airways, maps, and single
symbols, as locally adapted. Mapping information is
displayed by selecting display filter keys.

SECTOR BOUNDARY- Displays of sector and center
boundaries. Sector boundary information is displayed by
selecti.4 display filter keys.
SOURCE CODE - Human-readable program statements
written in a high -level or asset: idly language.

programming. POSIX is the operating system
recommended for use with OSF.

TCD (Time Code Display) -A A igital display of the IRIG
FAA modified E time code.

?VD (Plan View Display)

- A cathode ray tube rites
accepts digitized video from the display channel.
Alphanumeric and radar data are selected, formatted, and
transmitted for display on the plan view display.

QA (Quality Assurance) - A service that provides
evaluation, advice, coordination and recommendation of
changes to assure that quality service is provided by the
facility.
RAM (Random Access Memory) - Semiconductor-based
memory :het can be read and written by the microprocessor
or other hardware devices.

RANGE - The distance, measured in nautical miles, from
the center of the PVD to the edge of the radar display. The
controller may select any of 14 settings, f.: .1 6 to 400
nautical miles, withoutaffectingother controllerpositions.
SAR (System Analysis Recordit-g) - 4 se-a-iv-within NAS
that provides a means of data transfer from memory to
magnetic tape in which recordings are initiated by soecific
requests placed within the ATC subprograms. This
program is available at En Route facilities to collect and
analyze air traffic statistics and maintenance eta±.-ics,
and to produce detailed ATC operational information for
use in roc 'din and inymigazions.

TCP/1P (Transport ControlProtocol/Interface Program)
- A software protocol developed by the Department of
Defense for communications between computers.
TRACK FILE - A function of DART that provides a
method of reducing the track data base of a NAS
operational system run and comniating > w3th the flight
plan data base by outputting a time-ordered listing of
track data base information sorted by aircraft.

MACON (Terminal Radar Approach Control)

- A

terminal ATC facility that uses radar and nom-ad:sr
capabilities to provide approach control services to aircraft
arriving, departing, or transiting airspace controlled by
the facility.

VECTOR VELOCITY LINE - The velocity vector line
is in propordon to the aircraft speed to the nearest 15
sots. The controller may Vary the length of the vector
lir=e for all data blocks by a switch setting. Displays of C,
1, 2, 4, or 8 minutes of Eying tint are shown for all data
blocks.

X- WINDOWS - A graphics system in which programs
with graphimdi interftces running on different hosts can
controlled from a sine-it station. X-Windows is the
graphics system recommended for us, with OSF.

SATOR1 (Situation Assmment
agla Re-mmtion of
Incidents) -A-system that allows for the re-creation of any
sector of En Route airspace for arty period of time.
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